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So-Young Refutes Short Report, Says Open to
Verification

The company also announced a share buyback plan "to demonstrate confidence."

Anna Vod May 08,2021,05:00

The stock in So-Young International Inc. (Nasdaq: SY) surged early on Friday, but shifted
lower by close of trading as the company rebutted the short allegations and announced a
stock buyback plan.

So-Young, a plastic surgery ads platform, became the latest Chinese U.S.-listed company to
face allegations of fraud. On Thursday, Blue Orca Capital, a Texan activist investment firm,
published a 20-page report claiming So-Young faked bookings and exaggerated its
revenues.

Today, the company, which calls itself “the largest and most vibrant social community in
China for consumers, professionals and service providers in the medical aesthetics
industry,” responded predictably, with a denial of Blue Orca’s claims.
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“The report contains numerous errors, unsubstantiated statements, and misleading
conclusions and interpretations regarding information,” So-Young said. It goes on to say
Blue Orca’s report shows lack of understanding of the company’s operations.

The company also invited “cash verification and diligence to be conducted by competent
third-party advisers.”

So-Young also launched a share repurchase plan “to demonstrate confidence.” It may
buy back up to $70 million worth of its ADSs over the next 12 months.

In early trading, SY stock jumped 7% from Thursday’s close of $8.73 per share. By close of
trading day, however, it ended just 7 cents higher, at $8.80.

In its report, Blue Orca wrote, “In our view, SY’s financials and its booking platform are
about as real as its customers’ faces.”

Recently, another Chinese firm, Ebang International Holdings Inc. (Nasdaq: EBON), was hit
by a short report by Hindenburg Research. The company, which also denied the allegations,
now faces investigations and potential lawsuits from investors’ rights litigators. Shares in
EBON are now at $3.30 apiece – about half their trading level prior to the Hindenburg
report.

Separately today, The Economist published a report in which it looks closely at China’s
booming plastic surgery industry.
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